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Distinguishing cognitive influences from historical influences on human behavior has long 

been a disputed topic in behavioral sciences, including linguistics. The discussion is often compli-
cated due to empirical evidence being consistent with both the cognitive and the historical ap-
proach. This article argues that phonology offers a unique test case for distinguishing historical 
and cognitive influences on grammar, and it proposes an experimental technique for testing the 
cognitive factor which controls for the historical factor. The article outlines a model called catal-
ysis for explaining how learnability influences phonological typology and presents experiments 
that simulate this process. Central to this discussion are unnatural phonological processes, that is, 
those that operate against universal phonetic tendencies and require complex historical trajectories 
in order to arise. By using statistical methods for estimating historical influences, mismatches in 
predictions between the cognitive and historical approaches to typology can be identified. By con-
ducting artificial grammar learning experiments on processes for which the historical approach 
makes predictions that differ from those of the cognitive approach, the experimental technique 
proposed in this article controls for historical influences while testing cognitive factors. Results of 
online and fieldwork experiments on two languages, English and Slovenian, show that subjects 
prefer postnasal devoicing over postnasal fricative occlusion and devoicing in at least a subset of 
places of articulation, which aligns with the observed typology. The advantage of the proposed ap-
proach over existing experimental work is that it experimentally confirms a link between syn-
chronic preferences and typology that is most likely not influenced by historical biases. Results 
suggest that complexity avoidance is the primary influence cognitive bias has on phonological 
systems in human languages. Applying this technique to further alternations should yield new in-
formation about those cognitive properties of phonological grammar that are not conflated with 
historical influences.* 
Keywords: cognitive influences, historical bias, phonology, artificial grammar learning experi-
ments, experimental fieldwork, sound change 

1. Introduction. Distinguishing historical (also called cultural or emergent) from 
cognitive (also called innate) influences on human behavior has long been a topic of 
discussion in any discipline dealing with human cognition, ranging from psychology to 
musicology (Altarriba 1993, Gauvain 1995, Nisbett & Norenzayan 2002, Cross 2012). 
The equivalent dichotomy in linguistics (Kirby et al. 2007, Griffiths et al. 2008, Reali & 
Griffiths 2009, Kirby et al. 2014, Haynie & Bowern 2016, Ferdinand et al. 2019) and, 
specifically, phonology (de Lacy 2006b, de Lacy & Kingston 2013) is the distinction 
between approaches that explain recurrent patterns in the sound systems and phonolog-
ical alternations of the world’s languages primarily from synchronic grammatical con-
straints or learnability (‘cognitive bias’ henceforth; Kiparsky 1995, 2006, 2008, Wilson 
2006, Moreton 2008, Finley & Badecker 2009, Hayes et al. 2009, Becker et al. 2011, 
Baer-Henney & van de Vijver 2012, Finley 2012, Moreton & Pater 2012a,b) and ap-
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proaches that explain these recurrent patterns as emergent from the historical transmis-
sion of language in speech communities in time and space (‘historical bias’ henceforth; 
Hyman 1975, Greenberg 1978, Ohala 1981, 1983, 1993, Blevins 2004, Hansson 2008, 
Morley 2012, Garrett & Johnson 2013).1 

A phonological process that exemplifies the discussion around the historical versus 
cognitive pressures in phonology is postnasal voice alternation. Postnasal voicing is a 
phonological alternation in which voiceless stops /p, t, k/ are realized as the correspon-
ding voiced stops [b, d, ɡ] when they appear after nasal sounds [m, n, ŋ] (represented as 
T → D / N _  ).2 Greek /ton topo/ ‘the place’ surfaces as [tondopo], because /t/ appears 
after a nasal and is realized as a voiced [d] (Pater 2004). Its opposite process is post-
nasal devoicing (PND; represented as D → T / N  _ ), where voiced stops /b, d, ɡ/ are 
realized as voiceless stops [p, t, k] after nasal sounds [m, n, ŋ]; for example, in Shek-
galagari /χʊmbɔ́ná/ ‘to see me’ is realized as [χʊmpɔ́ná] (Solé et al. 2010). Distribution 
of phonological alternations across the world’s languages is not uniform—some alter-
nations are substantially more frequent than others. Postnasal voicing, for example, is a 
comparatively widespread alternation, occurring in approximately twenty-eight of 629 
languages surveyed (Mielke 2018). Postnasal devoicing, by contrast, is comparatively 
rare as a productive alternation, occurring in only two or three languages among the ap-
proximately 600 surveyed (Hyman 2001, Beguš 2019). Distributional asymmetries like 
these highlight the debate about whether these asymmetries are driven by cognitive or 
historical factors. 

Discussing cognitive and historical influences in linguistics is complicated both by 
terminology and by matters of substance (§1.1). Here, I attempt to clarify several con-
cepts that enter the discussion. I describe with the term cognitive bias any influence of 
both domain-specific grammatical and domain-general cognitive mechanisms that re-
sult in typological asymmetries and operate as synchronic tendencies in individual 
speakers. While the line between domain-specific grammatical and domain-general 
cognitive influences is sometimes blurred, it is possible to distinguish between the two 
in some cases. Cognitive-bias influences have long been divided into substantive bias 
and complexity bias. Substantive bias states that phonetically unmotivated processes 
are dispreferred by the grammar compared to phonetically motivated processes, and 
are, as such, predicted to be less frequent. Complexity bias, by contrast, states that com-
plex alternations (e.g. those involving more features or those involving perceptually 
more distant sounds) are dispreferred or more difficult to learn. Complexity bias has 
been confirmed in numerous studies (see Moreton & Pater 2012a); complex alterna-
tions are therefore predicted to be typologically less frequent (for ambiguous experi-
mental outcomes regarding substantive bias, see §1.1). 

Domain-specific grammatical and domain-general cognitive influences occasionally 
align with substantive and complexity biases. For example, there is no clear cognitive 
domain-general reason why the unnatural D → T / N _ (e.g. in /χʊmbɔ́ná/ → 
[χʊmpɔ́ná]) would be dispreferred compared to its exact opposite process T → D / N _ 
(e.g. /ton topo/ → [tondopo]). Under the influential proposal of phonetically based 
phonology (Hayes 1999, Hayes & Steriade 2004), grammatical constraints are pho-
netically grounded, so ultimately it is the phonological grammar that makes the unnat-
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1 Various alternative names for the two approaches exist in the literature: the cognitive bias is also known 
as ‘analytic’ or ‘learnability’ bias, the historical bias as the ‘channel’ bias (Moreton 2008). 

2 The following capital letters represent different groups of segments: N: nasals, such as [m, n, ŋ]; T: voice-
less stops, such as [p, t, k]; D: voiced stops, such as [b, d, ɡ]; S: voiceless fricatives, such as [f, θ, x]; Z: voiced 
fricatives, such as [v, ð, ɣ]; C: consonant; V: vowel. All symbols representing sounds of language follow In-
ternational Phonetic Alphabet conventions. 



ural alternations dispreferred under this proposal. For example, postnasal devoicing is 
dispreferred by the substantive bias because it operates against phonetic naturalness, 
but it is not more complex than the natural postnasal voicing. In the absence of a do-
main-general cognitive explanation, this particular dispreference can be understood as a 
domain-specific bias. By contrast, dispreference for complex alternations that target 
more than one feature and also involve perceptually distant allophones, such as post-
nasal fricative occlusion and devoicing (PFOD; Z → T / N _ , e.g. /mßona/ → 
[mpona] in Pedi; Dickens 1984) can be explained with domain-general cognitive mech-
anisms. Moreton et al. (2017) adopt concept learning and argue that complexity dispref-
erence in phonology might have the same underlying mechanisms as other cognitive 
processes, where concepts that require more features to be described are more difficult 
to learn. 

These grammatical dispreferences for phonetically unnatural (substantive bias) or 
complex processes (complexity bias) can result from several mechanisms. For example, 
learning asymmetries (Wilson 2006) can underlie both complexity and substantive bias. 
Featurally complex concepts are difficult to learn not only in phonology, but also in other 
domains (Moreton et al. 2017), which would explain the relative rarity of complex alter-
nations. However, it has also been assumed that phonetically unnatural processes are dif-
ficult to learn; thus, learning difficulties are also the basis of the substantive bias. Another 
mechanism that can underlie the substantive bias is the inability of the grammar to ac-
commodate an unnatural process (e.g. as a tendency to reanalyze an unnatural process as 
a process that conforms to naturalness; Kiparsky 2006, 2008). 

Finally, perceptual forces can influence typology. Whether perceptual influences 
should be analyzed as part of complexity or substantive bias is an open question. While 
this distinction is primarily terminological in nature and does not crucially affect the re-
sults reported in this article, I analyze perceptual forces as part of the complexity bias. 
First, perceptual distance can often be directly analyzed in terms of formal featural 
complexity. Even if two alternations are equally complex featurally, the tendency to-
ward minimizing some distance can be understood as part of complexity (somewhat di-
verging from the literature in Wilson 2006 and White 2014): similarity is less complex 
than dissimilarity. Finally, while the substantive bias has traditionally been assumed to 
be limited to domain-specific processes, the preference for perceptual similarity is not 
domain-specific, but likely a domain-general cognitive mechanism (in the visual do-
main, see e.g. Schloss & Palmer 2011). A tendency to keep phonology perceptually 
minimal (the P-map; Steriade 2001) can thus be analyzed as part of the complexity bias, 
while substantive bias is reserved for a domain-specific dispreference for phonetically 
unmotivated or unnatural processes. 

With historical bias, by contrast, I describe those properties that emerge when ar-
ticulatory and perceptual tendencies in speech production and perception operate in lan-
guage use as language is transmitted in space and time across generations of speakers 
and which accumulate in phonological or phonetic processes. Production of speech is a 
highly variable process, and variation in speech production is biased. For example, 
stops [p, t, k] tend to be produced with a higher degree of voicing (more like [b, d, ɡ]) if 
they appear after nasal stops [n, m, ŋ] (Hayes & Stivers 2000, Davidson 2016, 2018). 
Such minor biased phonetic variation, motivated by articulatory or perceptual factors, 
gives rise to phonological alternations via sound change and the process of phonolo-
gization (Hyman 2013). 

Articulatory and perceptual forces differ in terms of their relatedness to cognitive in-
fluences. There is little cognitive influence on articulatory forces: automatic articula-
tory tendencies are often motivated by motor-planning mechanisms dissociated from 
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higher-level cognitive processes. For example, the motivation for postnasal voicing 
(/ton topo/ → [tondopo]) is purely mechanical: when the velum rises to close the nasal 
cavity (from [n] to [t]), the volume of the oral cavity increases, and airflow can continue 
for some period of time as the velum is rising. Because increased volume and airflow 
promote voicing, stops in postnasal position feature more voicing into the closure than 
those in other positions (Hayes & Stivers 2000, Coetzee & Pretorius 2010, Davidson 
2016, 2018). These articulatory mechanisms are purely mechanical influences and have 
little connection to cognition. However, the historical bias includes perceptual influ-
ences as well. Perception is not dissociated from cognition, but perceptual influences 
from the historical-bias perspective are distinct from synchronic perceptual influences. 
First, the perceptual mechanisms in Ohala’s (1981) terms result in sound change by op-
erating gradually in a speech community in space and time (i.e. historical-bias influ-
ences). Second, perceptual mechanisms often (but not always) require some minor 
phonetic variation that originates in noncognitive articulatory forces. For example, 
longer vowel duration before voiced (vs. voiceless) stops is likely caused by perceptual 
enhancement (Kluender et al. 1988), but the initial distribution on which the perceptual 
forces operate likely originates in articulatory factors (Beguš 2017). 

In sum, perceptual influences can be part of both cognitive and historical biases. It is 
possible that perceptual forces result in typological patterns because of cognitive syn-
chronic preferences for phonological alternations to be minimally distant in terms of 
perception (the P-map; Steriade 2001) or because of hypo- and hypercorrection (Ohala 
1981). The advantage of the proposal advanced here is that we can disambiguate be-
tween the two by comparing experimental results against independent historical sam-
ples and against those samples in which potential perceptual forces are related to a 
synchronic phonological alternation. For example, Ohala’s (1981) perceptual forces 
should operate at equal rates in systems in which the target segments are not part of a 
synchronic alternation, as well as in those in which they are. Because the results here 
suggest the opposite to be true, we can argue that, even if the observed results are part 
of perception, they are driven by cognitive factors, not perceptual mechanisms operat-
ing in space and time (see §2.3). 

The impact of these factors on phonological typology is central to phonology and lin-
guistics in general and has far-reaching consequences. It is likely that both influences 
affect phonological typology (Hyman 2001, Myers 2002, Moreton 2008, Moreton & 
Pater 2012a,b, de Lacy & Kingston 2013), but to distinguish the two has been a chal-
lenging task, primarily because empirical evidence tends to support both approaches 
equally well (for nonexperimental attempts, see de Lacy 2006b, de Lacy & Kingston 
2013). Distinguishing cognitive factors from those aspects of phonology that are emer-
gent from the historical transmission of language in space and time is a desirable goal: 
it would yield a better understanding of which properties of phonology—and conse-
quently of human language capacity—are influenced by cognitive processes and should 
therefore be captured by models of grammar. 

1.1. The duplication problem. Empirical research in the discussion of cognitive 
vs. historical forces in phonology is complicated by several confounding factors: (i) 
ambiguous empirical evidence, (ii) difficulty in disassociating cognitive influence from 
phonetic variation, and (iii) lack of elaborate models that link learning and typology. 

First, empirical evidence often supports both approaches equally well. Numerous ex-
perimental studies have established a link between learnability and typological distribu-
tion: on the one hand, phonological alternations that are more difficult to learn in 
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laboratory settings are typologically less frequent (for an overview, see Moreton & 
Pater 2012a,b). On the other hand, phonetic variation, motivated by articulatory or per-
ceptual mechanisms, has been shown to result in active phonological alternations via 
the process of phonologization. The stronger the phonetic tendency, the more frequent 
the resulting phonological alternation (Blevins 2004). Crucially, even if learnability dif-
ferences that match the observed typology are experimentally confirmed, the typologi-
cal distribution can nevertheless be explained within the historical-bias approach. 
Experimental studies testing learnability only rarely target predictions that cannot be at-
tributed to historical bias (for one method, see Moreton 2008, and see Yu 2011 for dis-
cussion of some of its shortcomings). 

For example, high frequency of postnasal voicing (/ton topo/ → [tondopo]) and low 
frequency of postnasal devoicing (/χʊmbɔ́ná/ → [χʊmpɔ́ná]) can be explained by gram-
matical or learnability dispreferences for a phonetically unmotivated process. Some pro-
posals even argue that the grammar is incapable of accommodating phonetically 
unnatural processes (Kiparsky 2006, 2008). The same typological asymmetry can be ex-
plained under the historical-bias approach: phonetic variation caused by mechanical fac-
tors is present in the former but absent in the latter, which is why sound change can 
produce postnasal voicing but not devoicing (unless a particular combination of at least 
three sound changes conspires to produce the unnatural result; see §2.2). 

This duplication of evidence goes even further: complexity bias also has a duplicate 
historical explanation. Complex alternations such as PFOD (/mßona/ → [mpona]) can 
be rare because they are more difficult to learn, computationally more complex, or re-
quire a large perceptual distance between the target and result (all cognitive biases), or 
they can be rare because complex alternations require two sound changes, and the oc-
currence of two historical events (i.e. sound changes) generally has a lower probability 
than the occurrence of a single event (historical bias) (Bell 1970, 1971, Greenberg 
1978, Cathcart 2015, Morley 2015, Beguš 2019). 

While experimental results consistent with substantive bias have been reported in 
some studies (Wilson 2006, Carpenter 2010), many other experimental studies have 
failed to find positive evidence for substantive bias (Pycha et al. 2003, Kuo 2009, Sko-
ruppa & Peperkamp 2011 via Seidl et al. 2007 and Moreton & Pater 2012a,b, Do et al. 
2016, Glewwe 2017, Glewwe et al. 2017, Do & Havenhill 2021). As already mentioned, 
historical bias makes exactly the same predictions as the complexity- and substantive-
bias approaches. Featurally complex alternations are predicted to be less frequent than 
simple alternations because they result from multiple sound changes (for a discussion, 
see §2.1). Phonetically motivated alternations are likewise predicted to be more frequent 
by the historical-bias approach: they arise from a single sound change, while unnatural 
alternations require a combination of sound changes. This means that experimental re-
sults confirming learning biases for a given process almost always have an alternative 
historical explanation. This is called the duplication problem henceforth. 

The second confounding factor is that it is possible that the frequency of sound 
change itself is crucially affected not only by the robustness of phonetic variation (as 
assumed by the historical-bias approach) but by learnability as well. In other words, 
what the historical-bias approach assumes to be exclusively an emergent factor—that 
is, frequency of a sound change based on historical factors such as articulatory or per-
ceptual motivation of phonetic variation—can be influenced by learnability or other 
cognitive factors (Kiparsky 1995, 2006, 2008, Moreton 2008). For example, Moreton 
(2008) argues that cognitive factors determine when some phonetic variation will result 
in a sound change/synchronic alternation: phonetic variation of equal size can result in 
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sound change or not. Cognitive biases are responsible for this asymmetry (for problem-
atic aspects of the notion of equal size in phonetic variation/precursors, see Yu 2011). 

Finally, elaborate models of how exactly learning influences the observed typology are 
lacking. The cognitive-bias approach often uses first language (L1) acquisition to explain 
the link between learnability and typology, whereby learners fail to learn a process or re-
structure their phonological grammar based on learning biases. However, many experi-
mental studies have shown that, given enough exposure, any alternation can be learned 
(Hayes et al. 2009, Coetzee & Pretorius 2010, Hayes & White 2013, White 2014, Avcu 
2018). Additionally, human L1 learners get even more exposure to primary linguistic 
data than subjects in laboratory experiments do, and they are able to reproduce language 
input with a high degree of faithfulness past some developmental stage (Kong et al. 
2012). Numerous studies have also confirmed the anti-alternation bias: learners prefer no 
alternation to any alternation (Wilson 2006, Tessier 2012, and the literature therein). The 
fact that sound change gives rise to active phonological alternations means that learnabil-
ity alone does not crucially affect the operation of contextually limited sound changes 
that result in alternations. Showing how learnability differences affect the typology is 
thus not trivial.  

The position that anything can be learned given enough exposure is supported by 
phonological data as well: unnatural alternations operating in the exact opposite direction 
from universal phonetic tendencies that result from a combination of sound changes are 
attested as productive alternations in languages such as Tswana and Shekgalagari (post-
nasal devoicing; Coetzee & Pretorius 2010). This means that learners were able to learn 
a phonological grammar with an alternation as phonetically unnatural as postnasal de-
voicing. Second, while L1 acquisition is a potential source of sound change, it is known 
that sound change operates within early adolescent and adult populations as well (Labov 
1994, 2001, Sankoff & Blondeau 2007, and the literature therein). An attempt to derive 
typology through L1 learning thus needs to account for sound change in the adult popu-
lation. Third, that phonological processes in L1 acquisition often differ from sound 
change typology is an (often overlooked and underresearched) observation that poses a 
challenge to the L1 approach to sound change (Bybee 2001). Finally, some computa-
tional models suggest that learnability differences might not be sufficient to derive sur-
face typology (Rafferty et al. 2013). 

In sum, it is nontrivial to show how cognitive biases result in phonological typology. 
To address this difficulty, I propose a model called catalysis, which outlines a possible 
mechanism by which synchronic cognitive bias can accelerate the operation of a sound 
change and consequently directly influence the typology. Simulations of catalysis are 
tested experimentally. Because we can argue that, based on the estimation of historical 
probabilities (§2.2) behind phonological processes, historical bias makes predictions 
opposite of those made by cognitive bias, we can dissociate the two influences and test 
them against the observed typology. 

1.2. Testing the hypotheses on mismatched predictions. This article argues that 
phonology offers a unique test case for the debate on cognitive vs. historical influences, 
one that avoids the duplication problem outlined above if we adopt some assumptions 
proposed in Beguš 2019. Key to this discussion are unnatural phonological processes, 
defined in Beguš 2019 as those that operate in exactly the opposite direction from uni-
versal phonetic tendencies (such as final voicing or postnasal devoicing). Beguš 2019 
argues that sound change cannot operate in an unnatural direction and that unnatural al-
ternations require at least three sound changes to arise (the so-called minimal sound 
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change requirement; §2.1). This crucial condition makes unnatural alternations the 
best testing ground for distinguishing cognitive from historical influences on typology. 
Even if learnability influences the operation of individual sound changes, the require-
ment that three historical events (i.e. sound changes) need to operate in a speech com-
munity within a given timeframe in order to produce an unnatural alternation can be 
exclusively ascribed to the influence of the historical factor. 

Additionally, the historical- and cognitive-bias approaches make opposing predic-
tions about the relative frequencies of unnatural and complex alternations. These cru-
cial mismatches allow us to test the influences of one approach while controlling for the 
other. A statistical technique proposed in Beguš 2020 for estimating the probabilities of 
sound changes based on diachronic factors facilitates the identification of mismatches 
in predictions between the two approaches to typology. 

This article presents experiments that simulate a development from a complex to an 
unnatural process, and thus experimentally tests the mismatched predictions between 
the historical and cognitive approach. The historical trajectory required for an unnatural 
alternation, postnasal devoicing, is first identified, and the historical probabilities of 
each stage in its development are estimated (based on Beguš 2019, 2020). The experi-
ments test learning of the last two stages in the historical development of postnasal de-
voicing. The cognitive- and historical-bias approaches make opposing predictions for 
these stages. The historical-bias approach predicts the unnatural stage (postnasal de-
voicing, e.g. /b/ → [p] / m _ ) to be less frequent than the complex stage (postnasal 
fricative occlusion and devoicing, e.g. /v/ → [p] / m _ ), while the cognitive-bias ap-
proach predicts the opposite. If experimental results support the cognitive-bias ap-
proach, which matches the observed typology, the link between cognitive bias and 
typology is supported without the duplication problem—historical bias is likely not re-
sponsible for a typological distribution that operates against its predictions. 

The experiments were conducted within the artificial grammar learning paradigm 
(Albright & Do 2019; see overview in Moreton & Pater 2012a,b), but several additional 
factors were introduced. To diversify the design, online experiments targeting nonspe-
cific groups of speakers were combined with experimental fieldwork with a high num-
ber of subjects and a relatively high train-to-test ratio of stimuli. Supervision of one of 
the experiments by a research assistant at least partly addresses the concern of subjects’ 
attention in online experiments. Additionally, the experiments were conducted on L1 
speakers of English and Slovenian, two languages with different realizations of the fea-
ture [±voice] and different frequencies of the segments tested in the experiment, which 
at least partially controls for interference from first language, a long-standing objection 
to the artificial grammar learning experimental paradigm. 

The results suggest that when presented with ambiguous stimuli, subjects prefer the 
response consistent with the unnatural alternation compared to the complex alternation, 
for at least a subset of places of articulation. These results are in line with the observed 
synchronic typology, and they operate against what is predicted by statistical modeling 
of the historical bias. This means that the experimentally confirmed link between cog-
nitive bias and the observed typology is likely not due to the historical bias. 

2. Background: unnatural phonology. Unnatural phonological alternations are 
defined as those that operate against universal phonetic tendencies. Universal phonetic 
tendencies are defined as articulatorily or perceptually motivated (Garrett & Johnson 
2013) phonetic processes that ‘passively operate in speech production cross-linguisti-
cally and result in typologically common phonological processes’ (Beguš 2019:691). 
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Based on a typological and historical study, Beguš 2019 argues that unnatural segmen-
tal alternations always arise from a specific combination of three sound changes called 
the blurring process: (i) a sound change that creates a complementary distribution, (ii) 
a sound change that targets a subset of segments in the complementary distribution, and 
(iii) a sound change that undoes the original complementary distribution (for a schematic 
representation, see Table 1). The ‘blurring process’ proposal argues that postnasal de-
voicing results from a combination of three sound changes in all surveyed cases, a crucial 
assumption adopted from Beguš 2019.3 First, voiced stops [b, d, ɡ] fricativize to [v, ð, ɣ] 
except postnasally (D > Z / [−nas] _ ,4 e.g. [bamba] > [vamba]). Then, voiced stops  
[b, d, ɡ] devoice to [p, t, k] unconditionally (D > T, e.g. [vamba] > [vampa]), but because 
at this stage they surface only postnasally, the resulting devoicing appears to be limited 
to postnasal position.5 Finally, voiced fricatives [v, ð, ɣ] occlude back to stops [b, d, ɡ]  
(Z > D, e.g. [vampa] > [bampa]), which results in a synchronic PND (D → T / N _ or 
/bamba/ → [bampa]; Table 1). 
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3 To be sure, it cannot be proven that PND cannot operate as a single sound change, but see Beguš 2018, 
2019 for arguments that provide direct evidence for intermediate stages and for an example that strongly sug-
gests that the unnatural intervocalic devoicing cannot result from a single sound change. 

4 The feature ‘nasal’ is abbreviated as [±nas] henceforth. 
5 While postnasal position facilitates voicing into the closure, stop closure is nevertheless antagonistic to 

voicing, and speakers need to actively adjust for voicing even postnasally. For an extensive discussion on the 
naturalness of unconditioned stop devoicing when stops appear in postnasal position, see Beguš 2019. There 
exists phonetic evidence that supports this assumption: English voiced stops are relatively frequently realized 
as partially voiceless in postnasal position (Davidson 2016, 2018, Beguš 2019) due to the antivoicing effects 
of closure. 

                     blurring cycle                      PND                         schematic example 
     1.              B > C / ¬X                 D > Z / [−nas] _              [bamba]     >      [vamba] 
     2.              B > A                         D > T                              [vamba]      >      [vampa] 
     3.              C > B                          Z > D                              [vampa]      >      [bampa] 
result              B → A / X                  D → T / [+nas] _            /bamba/     →      [bampa] 

Table 1. Blurring cycle (schematic; left) yielding PND (right) (from Beguš 2020). 

2.1. Minimal sound change requirement. Unnatural processes are crucial for 
identifying mismatched predictions between cognitive and historical biases because 
they have well-structured complex histories. Beguš 2019 provides a formal argument 
for the requirement of at least three sound changes in order for an unnatural alternation 
to arise. In abstract terms, a set of segments represented by feature matrix A can alter-
nate with a set of segments B in environment X. If B is in phonetic terms universally 
preferred in X, then A → B / X is a natural alternation. The opposite process, B → A / 
X, is unnatural, where A is phonetically dispreferred in X. In feature matrix notation, a 
change of a feature value of ϕ1 from α to ¬α in environment X given a constant set of 
other features β, where ¬α is preferred in X, is natural. A change of ¬α to α in X given 
β, where α is dispreferred in X, is unnatural (schematized in Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Natural and unnatural alternations. 



Beguš 2019 assumes that sound change is always natural and cannot produce an un-
natural alternation in a single step. It is also assumed (following the minimality prin-
ciple in Picard 1994) that sound change almost always targets a single feature value 
(for a detailed discussion, see Beguš 2019).6 ¬α > α can thus not operate under a con-
stant set of feature values β in the matrix. To get ¬α > α, β first needs to change to ¬β. 
Under this new condition, ¬α > α can become phonetically motivated and can operate 
as a sound change. To get the full unnatural alternation, ¬β then has to change back to β. 
Minimally three independent historical events, that is, sound changes, are thus required 
for an unnatural process to arise (Figure 2). For details, see Beguš 2019. 
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6 Most of the predictions in Beguš 2019 still hold even if the minimality principle is a tendency rather than 
a hard rule. 
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Figure 2. Changes in feature values in a blurring process (from Beguš 2019). 

2.2. Historical probabilities. The historical-bias influences on phonological ty-
pology can be quantitatively estimated by combining the concept of alternations requir-
ing a specific number of historical events (i.e. sound changes) with the estimation of 
individual probabilities of these historical events (Beguš 2019, 2020). In other words, 
the historical probability (Pχ) of an alternation, that is, the probability that an alter-
nation arises based on historical factors, can be estimated from the number of sound 
changes the alternation requires and each change’s respective probability (adopted from 
Beguš 2020). 

The probability of each individual sound change Si (in 1 below) is estimated based on 
historical typological surveys of sound changes (Kümmel 2007) from the number of oc-
currences (successes) of a sound change Si and the number of languages surveyed (suc-
cesses and failures). 95% confidence intervals adjusted for bias and skewness (BCa) are 
estimated using nonparametric bootstrap (Efron 1979, 1987). The historical probability 
of alternation Aj, which requires more than a single sound change, is estimated as a joint 
probability (a simple product of each individual change; for the assumption of inde-
pendence, see Beguš 2020) of individual sound changes corrected for ordering of sound 
changes (n!). The historical probability is again estimated with nonparametric bootstrap 
(in 2). For all details and underlying assumptions of the model, as well as for a discus-
sion on the representativeness of samples, see Beguš 2020. 

 (1) Pχ(Si) = number of languages with sound change Si                     number of languages surveyed 
 (2) Pχ(Aj) =  ∏

n
i=1Pχ (Si)                    n! 

2.3. Mismatches. Each stage in the development of PND (the blurring process; 
Table 1) has a historical probability that can be estimated using the bootstrapping tech-
nique (outlined in §2.2 above and in Beguš 2020). Table 2 lists counts of languages with 
the three sound changes that operate in the development of PND in the historical sample 
given in Kümmel 2007. The first sound change, D > Z / [−nas]/V _ (V), results in a syn-
chronic alternation between voiced stops, which surface postnasally, and voiced frica-



tives, which surface elsewhere (D → Z / [−nas] _ , e.g. /b/ → [v] / [−nas] _ ). One 
phonological feature, [±continuant], is manipulated in this alternation. When the second 
sound change, unconditioned devoicing of voiced stops (D > T, e.g. [b] > [p]), occurs, 
the resulting alternation is PFOD: voiced fricatives in the elsewhere condition alternate 
with voiceless stops postnasally (Z → T / N _ , e.g. /v/ → [p] / N _ ). This alternation 
manipulates two phonological features, [±continuant] and [±voice], but the latter is au-
tomatic, because at that point, the system lacks voiced stops altogether. 
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sound change                      example            counts           surveyed 
                                                [bamba]                                              
D > Z / [−nas]/V _ (V)            [vamba]                 47                     294 
D > T                                       [vampa]                 15                     263 
Z > D                                       [bampa]                 17                     216 

Table 2. Counts of languages that feature the sound changes required for PND to arise (‘counts’) and counts 
of languages surveyed (‘surveyed’) for each corresponding sound change (from Beguš 2020).  

Counts are based on a historical sample in Kümmel 2007. 

Finally, the third sound change, occlusion of fricatives (Z > D, e.g. [v] > [b]), results 
in the unnatural PND where underlying voiced stops surface as voiceless postnasally 
and as voiced elsewhere. PND manipulates one feature, [±voice]. Table 3 shows esti-
mated historical probabilities (Pχ) (with 95% BCa confidence intervals) of each of 
the three stages in the blurring process, which result from operation of the first, the first 
and second, and all three sound changes. 

sound change            alternation           Pχ           lo.           up.         features        Pχ          Pcplx 
                                  No alternation          83.50                                             0                                 
D > Z / [−nas] _         D → Z / [−nas] _      16.00     11.900      20.10              1                ↓             ↓ 
D > T                         Z → T / [+nas] _       0.50      0.300       0.80              2                ↓             ↓ 
Z > D                         PND                          0.01      0.006       0.02              1                ↓             ↑ 

Table 3. Estimated historical probabilities (Pχ in %) of each sound change, with lower (‘lo.’) and upper 
(‘up.’) 95% BCa confidence intervals and the number of phonological features the resulting alternation  

manipulates. Arrows in the last two columns indicate changes in the predicted probability (compared  
to previous stage) of the historical bias (Pχ) and the complexity bias within the  

cognitive bias (Pcplx); table from Beguš 2020. 

A clear mismatch in predictions between historical bias and cognitive bias emerges 
(Beguš 2020) if it is assumed that a single sound change cannot operate in the phoneti-
cally unmotivated direction (e.g. PND is not a possible sound change; for an overview 
of the literature that holds this view and for detailed argumentation, see Beguš 2019). 
Given this assumption, historical bias predicts that unnatural alternations are signifi-
cantly less frequent than natural alternations: the probability of an alternation decreases 
with each additional sound change, regardless of the complexity of the resulting alter-
nation. The probability of n + 1 events is always lower than the probability of n events, 
and this influence is exclusively the result of the historical bias, as sound changes are 
historical events operating in speech communities in time and space. By contrast, com-
plexity bias predicts featurally complex alternations to be typologically less frequent 
than featurally simple alternations (see §1). This prediction works regardless of what 
the underlying mechanism behind complexity bias is: structural (featural) complexity 
akin to concept learning (Moreton et al. 2017) or perceptual distance (in terms of the  
P-map; Steriade 2001). Complexity avoidance, where featurally or perceptually com-
plex processes are tested against simple processes, is experimentally confirmed in nu-



merous studies (Moreton & Pater 2012a). The cognitive-bias approach thus predicts 
PND to be more frequent than PFOD, because the first requires manipulation of one 
less feature than is required by the second (or it is perceptually less distant). Conversely, 
the historical-bias approach predicts the unnatural PND to be less frequent than PFOD, 
because the first requires an additional sound change (Beguš 2020). 

Because no learning differences are observed between the natural postnasal voicing 
and the unnatural PND (Do et al. 2016, Do & Havenhill 2021), substantive bias alone is 
not likely to be responsible for the observed typological asymmetries. A clarification is 
warranted here (from Beguš 2020). The only types of learning differences between the 
natural and unnatural alternations (substantive bias) are those that involve articulatory 
effort: segments that require greater articulatory effort are acquired later (Clark & Bow-
erman 1986, Kong et al. 2012, Broselow 2018), which means that, for example, word-
final voiced stops are acquired later in L1 and L2 acquisition. Do and Havenhill (2021) 
also find limited evidence that exposure to production increases natural responses in the 
postnasal position in adults, but it is not unexpected that an experiment with production 
(more exposure) improves learning in the variable condition.7 The mechanism underly-
ing this articulatory learning is likely different from phonological learning, as observed, 
for example, in complexity bias (Moreton & Pater 2012a,b), and is, in fact, more con-
sistent with the historical-bias approach. Unnatural alternations require the production 
of segments requiring more articulatory effort.  

That the learning of articulatorily more complex gestures is more difficult is not sur-
prising. The very same mechanism is responsible for universal phonetic tendencies op-
erating in the adult population: the articulatory effort of different gestures causes varying 
degrees of phonetic variation, which result in phonological alternations via phonologiza-
tion. This mechanism thus falls within the historical-bias approach (Beguš 2020). Deriv-
ing typology from articulatory learning within the cognitive-bias approach remains 
problematic, as children are able to replicate their linguistic input with a high degree of 
faithfulness past some developmental age (Kong et al. 2012). One of the main pieces of 
evidence against L1 articulatory effort influencing typology comes from the observation 
that many articulatory adjustments in L1 acquisition do not result in sound changes if the 
variation is also not present in the adult language (Bybee 2001). 

In sum, the last sound change in the development of PND (the blurring process) de-
creases the historical probability of the resulting alternation, but increases its synchronic 
preference, because it reduces its structural or perceptual complexity. This means that the 
historical-bias approach predicts the unnatural alternation PND to be less frequent than 
PFOD, whereas the cognitive-bias approach makes the opposite prediction. 

These predictions can be directly tested against the observed typological distribu-
tions (Beguš 2020). Historical bias predicts PFOD to be approximately fifty times more 
typologically frequent than PND is, as estimated based on counts in Table 3 (Pχ of 
PFOD is 0.5% [0.3%, 0.8%]; Pχ of PND is 0.01% [0.006%, 0.02%]). A typological sur-
vey in Beguš 2019 shows that PFOD is indeed more frequent than PND, but not as 
much as would be predicted by historical bias. The survey in Kümmel 2007 and Beguš 
2019 is complemented by the most comprehensive survey of phonological rules, P-base 
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7 This is especially so because English postnasal voiceless stops have a considerable amount of voicing 
into the closure (Davidson 2016, 2018). In other words, English has a gradual phonetic process of postnasal 
devoicing that operates during production and can thus affect experimental results. Do and Havenhill (2021) 
report no differences in learning in the categorical condition. Moreover, the test phase in Do & Havenhill 
2021 was exclusively orthographic, which can introduce confounds. 



(Mielke 2018), where PFOD is reported as a synchronic alternation in only one system 
(Sie).8 In Beguš 2020, approximately three to six languages are reported to feature 
PFOD. PND, by contrast, is confirmed as a productive alternation in two closely related 
languages (Tswana and Shekgalagari) and is reported, but not yet confirmed, in one ad-
ditional language (Buginese). In seven languages PND is reported as a sound corre-
spondence resulting from a combination of sound changes. Exact counts are difficult to 
determine because the productivity of a synchronic alternation needs to be experimen-
tally confirmed, and experimental work on many of these languages is lacking. Based 
on available typological data, however, PFOD seems to be substantially less than fifty 
times more frequent than PND (Beguš 2020). 

Another, more testable mismatch in predictions emerges from the proposed tech-
nique of estimating historical probabilities. The last sound change in the blurring 
process that leads to PND—the occlusion of voiced fricatives to stops (Z > D, e.g. [v] > 
[b])—appears to operate more frequently than would be expected by only the historical-
bias approach (Beguš 2020). To test this observation, the historical probability of a 
sound change operating in an unconditioned sample is compared to the historical prob-
ability of the same sound change operating on languages that already underwent the 
first two sound changes in the blurring process (i.e. languages where the sound change 
would simplify an alternation). The probability of the occlusion of fricatives (Z > D) 
operating independently (forty-four times in a sample of 216 languages in Kümmel 
2007) is compared to the probability of the same sound change when it operates as the 
last sound change in the blurring process (occlusion targets at least one place of articu-
lation in six of ten languages with PFOD in the sample in Beguš 2020 and in P-base; 
Mielke 2018). Counts are given in Table 4; for details, see Beguš 2020. Occlusion of 
fricatives occurs significantly more frequently as the last sound change in the develop-
ment of PND (where it reduces the complexity of the resulting alternation) than it does 
in the independent sample ( p < 0.01, Fisher’s exact test; Beguš 2020). In other words, a 
sound change that simplifies a featurally complex alternation and thereby learnability 
of the alternation operates significantly more frequently than predicted by the histori-
cal-bias approach. While the sample in the condition group is small, the comparison 
suggests that cognitive bias influences the frequency of sound change in this type of 
case (Beguš 2020). 
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8 The query for searching P-base consisted of a [−stop][+voiced] condition for the search input and a 
[+stop][−voiced] condition for the search output. 

                                    3              ✘            total 
independent              44           172             216 
simplifies                     6             4              10 
Fisher’s exact test: p < 0.01 

Table 4. Contingency table and Fisher’s exact test of counts of occurrence (successes vs. failures) of a sound 
change in an independent sample and in cases where the sound change simplifies an alternation,  

based on Kümmel 2007, Mielke 2018, and Beguš 2020. 

3. Catalysis. As mentioned in §1, elaborate models of how cognitive preferences 
and typology are connected are lacking, and several objections have been raised against 
the existing models. Here I propose a possible mechanism for the direct link between 
cognitive bias and typology. 

Phonetic variation resulting from universal articulatory or perceptual phonetic ten-
dencies is the underlying condition for every nonanalogical sound change (see Moreton 



2008, Yu 2011, Garrett & Johnson 2013, and §1). For example, the occlusion of frica-
tives (Z > D, e.g. [v] > [b]), which operates in the development of PND, is a well-docu-
mented sound change (Kümmel 2007) with a relatively well-understood phonetic 
motivation: articulatory targets for fricatives require greater precision compared to 
stops (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:137). Reducing the precision of articulatory tar-
gets can result in the occlusion to stops. Typologically, occlusion of fricatives (targeting 
at least a subset of places of articulation) is a relatively frequent sound change: it is at-
tested in approximately forty-four of 216 languages surveyed (see Table 4, Beguš 2020, 
and Kümmel 2007). 

Occlusion of fricatives can thus operate as a passive phonetic tendency both in 
phonological systems that do not feature PFOD and in those that do. As described in §2, 
after the first two sound changes in the development of PND (the blurring process) op-
erate, the resulting synchronic alternation PFOD is complex and involves voiced frica-
tives surfacing in the elsewhere position and voiceless stops in the postnasal position. 
Example 3 illustrates this alternation. 

 (3)  PFOD: Z → T / N _ , e.g. [voːna] : [ɔmpoːna] 
At this point, the deviation from articulatory targets described above can cause weak 

phonetic variation, where voiced fricatives are occasionally produced with occlusion 
(Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:137) because occlusion requires less articulatory preci-
sion. These articulatory forces result in phonetic variation between voiced fricatives (Z, 
e.g. [v] or [z]) and voiced stops (D, e.g. [b] or [d]). In other words, the universal pho-
netic tendency of fricative occlusion causes variation in voiced fricative production 
across phonological systems and therefore also in those phonological systems that have 
already undergone the first two sound changes in the blurring process. At some stage, 
the complex alternation PFOD thus involves voiceless stops (T, e.g. [p] or [t]) in post-
nasal position and voiced fricatives (Z, e.g. [v] or [z]) that are in phonetic variation with 
voiced stops (D, e.g. [b] or [d]) elsewhere, due to the universal phonetic tendency to-
ward the occlusion of fricatives. The variation in this latter case is schematized in 4. 

 (4)  PFOD with variation: D ~ Z → T / N _ , e.g. [boːna] ~ [voːna] : [ɔmpoːna] 
In the initial stages, this variation that crosslinguistically arises from automatic artic-

ulatory factors is expected to be highly skewed toward the faithful—in this case, frica-
tive—articulation ([v] or [z]). However, a cognitive preference for simple (albeit 
unnatural) alternation, which favors the variant with a stop ([b] or [d]), will be confirmed 
by experimental results in this article. Despite the weakness of the preference for the stop 
response in the experiment, over time this preference can result in an accelerated reversal 
of the skewed variation. 

For example, a speaker of a language with PFOD is exposed in the majority of inputs 
to an alternation [voːna] : [ɔmpoːna], but occasionally the speaker is also exposed to 
[boːna] : [ɔmpoːna] due to the low-level phonetic process of fricative occlusion. Addi-
tionally, they will produce or perceive some of the target fricatives as stops. This is how 
a regular sound change would operate too: variation based on production and percep-
tion can result in a reversal of distribution (from [v] to [b] as the prevalent variant) and, 
via phonologization, in a sound change. Since this process appears to operate signifi-
cantly more frequently when it simplifies an alternation, it is reasonable to assume that 
it is accelerated by a synchronic cognitive mechanism: speakers associate the variant 
[boːna] with [ɔmpoːna] more readily when it is preferred by their grammar. This ‘cat-
alyzes’ the operation (initiation) of sound change and results in a direct influence of the 
cognitive bias on typology. In other words, the higher rate and frequency of those sound 
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changes that simplify an alternation result in the observed synchronic typology: alterna-
tions resulting from such sound changes accelerated by cognitive bias are more fre-
quent than expected. In fact, because historical bias alone cannot explain the higher 
frequency of operation of the last sound change in those cases where the sound change 
simplifies an alternation, I argue that this gradual preference for stop articulation oper-
ating on gradient phonetic variation is precisely what catalyzes occlusion of voiced 
fricatives in the development of PND. 

The proposed mechanism, called ‘catalysis’, can be summarized as in 5. 
 (5) Catalysis 

a. A subset of segments in an alternation is in passive phonetic variation. 
b. The less frequent variant in this variation is cognitively preferred. 
c. Subjects associate the variant preferred by cognitive factors with a given 

input more often than the variant that is less preferred (due to learnability, 
grammatical preferences, or perceptual distance). 

d. Distribution of variation initially skewed toward the faithful variant is re-
versed toward the variant that is cognitively preferred. 

The advantage of catalysis is that it provides a plausible mechanism for how cognitive 
biases influence phonological typology that has an empirical basis in the present exper-
iment (§4). Catalysis explains the higher rate of the last sound change in the blurring 
process, which simplifies an alternation and its learning. The mechanism also offers a 
potential answer to the question of how cognitive factors influence the typology outside 
of the scope of L1 acquisition (see Bybee 2001 and §1.1)—the proposed mechanism 
can equally apply during and after L1 acquisition. 

In the studies reported in this article, I experimentally simulated conditions for catal-
ysis in the second and third stage of the blurring process that leads to PND and tested it 
in the artificial grammar learning paradigm. Subjects were trained on two data alterna-
tions: PFOD and PND. Subjects were then faced with ambiguous surface forms with 
voiceless stops postnasally (e.g. [ɔmpoːna]) that could go back to a variant with closure 
consistent with PND ([boːna]) or a variant with a fricative consistent with PFOD 
([voːna]). According to catalysis, the first is an innovative variant that arises from low-
level phonetic processes (e.g. fricative occlusion) and the second is the faithful variant. 
Analogous to this lab behavior are speakers in the real world who are faced with phonetic 
variation resulting from a universal phonetic tendency (e.g. fricative occlusion; see 4). 
They might generalize the variant with closure more frequently. Over time, this prefer-
ence due to cognitive bias can result in a higher rate of the reverse distribution of varia-
tion (i.e. a higher rate of sound-change initiation), and consequently, this higher rate of 
operation results in PND being more frequent than is predicted by the historical bias. 

When native speakers of two languages with different phoneme frequencies and dif-
ferent voicing realizations are presented with equal amounts of evidence for PND and 
PFOD, they show a slight preference for the PND response over the PFOD response in 
the labial series. Subjects thus prefer the simple alternation to the complex one, even if 
the simple alternation is phonologically unnatural. The link between a synchronic pref-
erence for one type of alternation (cognitive bias) and the typological rarity of complex 
alternations is thus experimentally confirmed, and, crucially, this link cannot be inter-
preted as part of the historical bias. 

4. Experiments. The blurring process assumes a stage with PFOD in the develop-
ment of PND. Catalysis assumes that speakers of a system with PFOD are faced with 
PFOD and, occasionally, with variants consistent with PND. Subjects were exposed to 
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singular-plural nonce word pairs with these two alternations: half of the words were 
consistent with PFOD and half with PND, just as we assume happens in the develop-
ment of PND. 

The advantage of such a design is that the experiments resemble the proposed trajec-
tory of historical changes as closely as possible. The experimental design also follows 
the approach proposed by Albright and Do (2019), where the same group of subjects is 
exposed to data consistent with multiple alternations and tested on ambiguous stimuli 
with both explicit and implicit tasks, which avoids the problem of heterogeneous sub-
ject groups in the two conditions and primes implicit rather than explicit learning. The 
experiment includes evidence for an explicit task, vowel harmony in the feature 
[±front], and an implicit task, PND and PFOD. 

Like any experiment in the artificial language learning paradigm, the experimental 
design in this article does not completely replicate reality (for a discussion of why this 
paradigm is nevertheless valid, see Ettlinger et al. 2016). Unlike in the initial stages of 
catalysis, subjects in the experiment are presented with an equal amount of evidence for 
PND and PFOD. Such a design was chosen for several reasons.9 First, it is assumed that 
in catalysis, initial evidence for PND (which results from low-level phonetic variation) 
is relatively small. It would be impractical to test synchronic preferences using such 
small proportions. In laboratory conditions, subjects can be exposed to only a few hun-
dred stimuli. This means that if an experiment contained a small proportion of stimuli 
containing evidence for PND, subjects would be faced with a handful of PND examples 
in absolute terms. In the case of actual catalysis, even if the proportion of evidence for 
PND is small, speakers would be faced with substantially more PND forms in absolute 
terms. Moreover, in the laboratory, subjects are exposed to each unique item only once, 
whereas during actual learning, speakers would be faced with the same form several 
times, thus amplifying the evidence for PND. 

The present experiment tests the existence of a synchronic preference for PND over 
PFOD, all else being equal (i.e. when speakers are presented with equal evidence for 
the two alternations). If subjects choose disproportionately more PND than is justified 
by the data, it means there exists a synchronic preference that operates as a pressure 
every time the speaker needs to make a decision about whether to analyze [ɔmˈpoːna] as 
a prefixed [ˈvoːna] or [ˈboːna]. There is no specific evidence suggesting that such a pref-
erence would operate only when subjects are faced with equal amounts of evidence for 
PND and PFOD. We can assume that the preference that holds in the least conditioned 
case (when both are presented equally) also holds in case one variant is more or less fre-
quently represented in the data. One reason to extend this assumption is that, as noted 
above, in reality speakers would encounter substantially more evidence for the PND 
variant in absolute terms and would have repeated exposure to individual forms consis-
tent with PND. 

Results of the experiments are, however, relevant even without the assumption that 
the preference for PND operates regardless of the proportions of input data. We saw that 
catalysis derives typology by explaining why the final sound change operates more fre-
quently. Crucially, fricative occlusion is a required condition for catalysis, regardless of 
whether the novel stop variant is rare or frequent. It is likely that the preference for 
PND starts operating when the evidence for the stop-initial variant is very small—the 
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synchronic preference for PND can operate every time a speaker needs to make a deci-
sion between two variants. But even if the synchronic preference starts operating only 
when the variation accumulates and reaches a threshold (due to general historical fac-
tors) such that the two variants are approximately equally represented (as is the case in 
the experimental design), the effect would be similar: an accelerated operation and an 
accelerated completion/phonologization of the final sound change. While in such a sce-
nario the phonetic variation would need to accumulate based on historical factors, the 
accelerated rate of sound change can still be influenced by catalysis: catalysis predicts 
not only that the rate of sound change would be accelerated, but also that completion 
and phonologization would be higher because speakers start analyzing [ɔmˈpoːna] as 
[ˈboːna] due to the synchronic preference. Without this synchronic preference, the vari-
ation would lack the driving force toward its accelerated phonologization and would re-
main at the rates of the initial phonetic variation or at the rates of sound change from the 
unconditioned samples. 

There are also limitations to the present approach. The experiments only indirectly 
test whether the observed effects are due to learnability or other synchronic factors: the 
forced-choice approach in these experiments does not include an incorrect answer. Such 
a design was chosen for two reasons: not to overburden the subjects (three vs. two 
choices) and to resemble the assumed catalysis more closely (the assumed trajectory in 
catalysis involves only two variants—the stop and the fricative variant). Evidence for 
learning comes from the explicit task on vowel harmony, where subjects choose be-
tween correct and incorrect options. While the results suggest that subjects do learn 
vowel harmony in the explicit task, this does not necessarily entail that learning also oc-
curs in the implicit task (PFOD vs. PND) and that asymmetries in experimental results 
can be explained by learnability. The preference for PND or PFOD in the implicit task 
can result from learnability differences (PND is easier to learn), perceptual similarities 
(e.g. the P-map; Steriade 2001), or general markedness-driven avoidance of voiced 
fricatives. All three possibilities are relevant to catalysis and are considered part of the 
cognitive bias, because they operate in individual speakers in a lab setting and likely 
stem from an association of two variants into a phonological alternation (for historical 
arguments for this association, see §2). The one confounding factor that would make 
the results less informative—influence of subjects’ native phonologies—is controlled 
for by conducting experiments in two languages, English and Slovenian, that differ in 
the frequencies of voiced fricatives and stops. 

4.1. Training. Subjects were trained on forming plural nouns from singular nouns in 
a made-up language called Martian. The plural prefixes were [ɔn-] (before coronals such 
as [t, d, s] and elsewhere) and [ɔm-] (before labials such as [p, b, f]): for example, singular 
[ˈsɑnu], plural [ɔnˈsɑnu]. If the singular noun features a front first vowel ([ɛ, i] in English 
and [eː, iː] in Slovenian), vowel harmony is triggered in the prefix, which then surfaces 
as [ɛn-] before coronals and [ɛm-] before labials: for example, singular [ˈphimi], plural 
[ɛmˈphimi]. Subjects were explicitly instructed that the plural is formed with <en-> and 
<on-> prefixes presented auditorily and orthographically during the instruction phase. 
Subjects were explicitly asked to pay attention to how plural nouns are formed and were 
told that the final task would involve forming plural from singular nouns. 

The data in the training phase also involved implicit evidence for two alternations: 
PND (D > T / N _ ) and PFOD (Z > T / N _ ). Because the learning of PND and PFOD 
was tested with an implicit task, experimental instructions never referenced these alter-
nations. Stimuli for the implicit task included items of the shape C1V2C3V4 with an 
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equal number of initial (C1) labial and coronal voiced stops ([b] and [d]) and initial 
labial and coronal voiced fricatives ([v] and [z]). In both cases, the plural prefix that 
ends in a nasal ([ɔn/m-] and [ɛn/m-]) causes the voiced stop to devoice (PND, e.g. 
[ˈbɑlu] ~ [ɔmˈphɑlu]) and the voiced fricative to occlude and devoice (PFOD, e.g. 
[ˈvɔnə] ~ [ɔmˈphɔnə]). Plural forms are thus of the shape {ɛ/ɔ}{n/m}-C1V2C3V4, where 
C1 is the ‘devoiced’ voiceless stop [p] or [t]. In other words, subjects were exposed to 
the same number of stimuli consistent with PND and with PFOD. In order to prevent 
subjects from analyzing PFOD as a simple restriction on postnasal fricatives, subjects 
were also given evidence that voiceless stops ([p] and [t]) and voiceless fricatives ([f] 
and [s]) remain unchanged in postnasal position ([mp], [nt], [mf], and [ns], respec-
tively). Table 5 schematically represents the alternations in the training phase, and 
Table 6 lists some actual examples of the stimuli. One disadvantage of the present ex-
periment is that L1 phonology can affect the complexity of the tested alternations. Both 
English and Slovenian feature voiced stops in the elsewhere condition, but at the PFOD 
stage, voiced stops are absent from the system. This would mean that [±voice] does not 
change automatically in the experiment, but it does so in the development of PND. We 
can still assume that changing two features is more complex than changing one (even if 
one changes automatically). Under the perceptual distance hypothesis, this aspect is of 
course not problematic.10 For all details of the experimental design and structure of the 
stimuli, see §1 of the online supplementary materials.11 
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10 The data also involved place assimilation of the prefix nasal (e.g. [n] if coronal, [m] if labial). This as-
similation was never tested experimentally; its primary purpose was articulatory ease during stimuli record-
ing and achieving conformity with subjects’ L1 phonologies, such that no attention was attracted to the 
distribution of nasals. 

11 The supplementary materials referenced throughout can be accessed at http://muse.jhu.edu/resolve/143.  
12 Pictures of Martian creatures in the experiments were taken from van de Vijver & Baer-Henney 2014 

with the authors’ permission. 

                      [−voice]                             [+voice] 
             [−cont]       [+cont]            [−cont]        [+cont] 
# _             T                 S                     D                 Z 
N _            T                 S                     T                 T 

                                                        [−voice]                                                             [+voice] 
                                       [−cont]                          [+cont]                         [−cont]                          [+cont] 
                                [lab]          [cor]          [lab]        [cor]           [lab]         [cor]           [lab]         [cor] 
singular (# _ )       [ˈphɔrɔ]      [ˈthɑru]         [ˈfurə]      [ˈsɑnu]          [ˈbɑlu]      [ˈdɔru]          [ˈvɔnə]       [ˈzɔlɛ] 
plural (N _ )     [ɔmˈphɔrɔ]  [ɔnˈthɑru]    [ɔmˈfurə]  [ɔnˈsɑnu]    [ɔmˈphɑlu]  [ɔnˈthɔru]   [ɔmˈphɔnə]  [ɔnˈthɔlɛ] 

Table 6. Examples of Martian words for the implicit task in the English experiment. 

Table 5. Alternations in voiceless and voiced stops and fricatives according to position (implicit task). 

During the training phase, the stimuli (as described above and summarized in supple-
mentary materials §1) were presented in a randomized order (randomized for each sub-
ject). A unique picture of a Martian creature was associated with each stimulus (also 
randomized for each subject).12 Orthography was generally not given with the training 
stimuli, but to prompt subjects to focus on the experiment, ten randomly chosen words 
(randomized for each subject) in the training phase were presented orthographically as 
well as auditorily in the singular. The plural form was then given only in audio form, 
and subjects had to enter a transcription of the form they heard. This orthographic task 
was never used for words that began with voiced stops or fricatives (i.e. words bearing 

http://muse.jhu.edu/resolve/143


evidence for PND and PFOD) in order to minimize the effect of orthography and of in-
creased memorization due to this task. 

While PFOD is not an unnatural alternation according to the definition in §2, in the 
sense that postnasal frication and voicing (the opposite process of PFOD) are not univer-
sal phonetic tendencies, at the same time, it is unnatural in the sense that when PFOD ap-
plies, stops surface as voiceless in postnasal position, where they are universally 
dispreferred (see Beguš 2019 for extensive discussion). Unlike PND, however, PFOD al-
lows subjects to construct alternative grammars that are not necessarily unnatural, espe-
cially if the two processes are treated separately in phonology. If no evidence existed that 
voiceless fricatives remain unchanged postnasally and voiced stops devoice postnasally, 
PFOD could be analyzed as a restriction against postnasal continuants and a global re-
striction against voiced stops (*[+nasal][+cont] and *[+voice, −cont] markedness con-
straints in optimality-theoretic terms; Prince & Smolensky 2004 [1993]). This is 
exactly the synchronic system of stage 2 in the development of PND. Even if voiceless 
fricatives remain unchanged, PFOD can be analyzed as resulting from *[+nasal][+cont] 
and *[+voice, +cont] constraints, with an additional higher-ranked faithfulness con-
straint that preserves the identity of voiceless fricatives, although such an analysis is less 
likely. Because the experimental design requires evidence for voiced stops to remain un-
changed except postnasally (as is also predicted by catalysis), it is possible that subjects 
analyze PFOD as complex and unnatural. Regardless of whether subjects treat PFOD as 
an isolated, complex, and motivated process or as unnatural and complex, the results 
have direct implications for modeling synchronic influences on typology (see §6). 

4.2. Test. Learnability of the two alternations was tested with an implicit task be-
cause implicit learning might resemble L1 phonological acquisition more closely than 
explicit learning does (on this question, see Moreton & Pertsova 2017 and Moreton et 
al. 2017, but further research is warranted). Subjects were not given any instructions on 
the implicit task. The alternations in the implicit task are summarized in Tables 5 and 6 
above, and in Figure 3. 
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[O n-"thAmi]

["d Ami] ["zAmi]

[O m-"phAô@ ]

["b Aô@ ] ["vAô@ ]

Figure 3. Examples of ambiguous stimuli in plural form with a prefix and the corresponding possible 
singular forms subjects were asked to choose from. 

After the training period, subjects were told that they would hear some Martian 
words they had not heard before and that they would be asked to indicate the most 
likely way to say new words in Martian. In the test phase, subjects were given ambigu-
ous stimuli in the plural form of the shape {ɛ/ɔ}{n/m}-C1V2C3V4, with a devoiced 
noun-initial stop (C1 = [p] or [t]) that could go back to either a voiced stop [b] or [d] 
(consistent with PND) or a voiced fricative [v] or [z] (consistent with PFOD). Subjects 
had to choose between two singular forms: one with a word-initial voiced labial or 
coronal fricative (ZV2C3V4, consistent with PFOD), and one with a word-initial voiced 
labial or coronal stop (DV2C3V4, consistent with PND). Figure 3 exemplifies this task. 

Preference for one option over the other would suggest either that (i) one alternation 
is easier to learn than the other, (ii) subjects choose the option that is typologically more 
frequent and/or articulatorily easier and perceptually more salient (less marked, in 
phonological terms), or (iii) subjects use knowledge of phonemic distributions in their 



native language and match the phoneme frequencies of their native language to their 
experimental responses. Both (i) and (ii) are informative for our purposes (see discus-
sion in §4.5 and §5.2 on how we control for (iii)). 

4.3. Procedure. The test phase consisted of the two tasks, one explicit and one im-
plicit. The order of items testing the explicit and implicit tasks was mixed and random-
ized for each subject. In the explicit task, the experiment tested whether subjects 
learned the vowel harmony in plural prefixes. Six items in the singular were created for 
this task, three that trigger frontness harmony and three that do not: [rema], [liro], [leni] 
vs. [lonu], [ruro], and [lona]. Subjects were presented with the six items in the singular 
(both orthographically and auditorily), each paired with a picture of a Martian creature 
(see Figure 4). After they heard the item, subjects were shown four pictures of the same 
creature and were given two orthographic stimuli to choose from: one showing the cor-
rect harmony, and one showing the incorrect disharmony. For three of these items, the 
correct response appeared on the left button, and for three on the right button. The ex-
plicit task included orthographic choices in order to avoid overburdening of subjects 
with auditory stimuli: the auditory-only stimuli are reserved for the more informative 
implicit task, which never included orthography. Button-side ordering was kept con-
stant for all subjects and items, but the ordering of individual items was randomized. 

For the implicit task, subjects were first presented with four identical pictures of a Mar-
tian creature accompanied by a recording of the test word in the plural without any ortho-
graphic stimuli. The button that played the recording was embedded in a written sentence 
‘These are [!]’. After playing the sound, subjects were presented with a single picture of 
the same Martian creature. The subjects played the first stimulus, presented in a sentence 
‘Is this a [!],’; the second stimulus then appeared, embedded in ‘or a [!]?’. After the 
subjects heard both stimuli, they were asked ‘Which one is it?’13 and were given two 
choices (‘1st’ and ‘2nd’). Stop-initial and fricative-initial singular forms were equally as-
signed the first or second position, so that the position of the answer would not influence 
the results. In other words, the stop-initial response appeared as the first option in half of 
the eight items, and as the second option in the other half. The ordering was kept constant 
for all subjects and items, but ordering of individual items was randomized. That stimuli 
ordering does not affect the results is suggested by the statistical analysis given in §5. 
None of the stimuli in the implicit task were presented orthographically. 

The stimuli for the implicit task consisted of eight plural items of the shape prefix-
C1V2C3V4, where the prefix was [ɔn, ɛn, ɔm, ɛm] with the correct harmony based on V2 
(for an example, see Fig. 3). C1 was a voiceless (‘devoiced’) labial stop in four items 
and a voiceless (‘devoiced’) coronal stop in four items. Four items included a noun with 
a front first vowel (V2) and four with a nonfront first vowel (two for each place-of-ar-
ticulation group). C3 consisted of [m, n, r, l, j, w]. Vowels V2 and V4 consisted of [ɑ, ɛ, 
ɔ, i]. Test words were created such that there were no minimal pairs with the training 
words. Each plural form was matched with two corresponding singular forms of the 
shape C1V2C3V4, one with a voiced stop in C1 and one with a voiced fricative. A sample 
spectrogram of a stimulus [ɔmpara] and the two possible responses [bara] and [vara] are 
given in the supplementary materials (figure 1). Figure 4 illustrates the full experimen-
tal interface. 

4.4. Slovenian. The Slovenian experiment was identical to the English experiment, 
except as described in this section and in supplementary materials §1.2. Unlike the En-
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13 The question was followed by ‘(you can replay all three words)’. 



glish experiment, which was conducted entirely online with subjects recruited via Ama-
zon MTurk, the Slovenian experiment was conducted in person in Slovenia, with the 
supervision of research assistants. Subjects were native speakers of Slovenian, a south 
Slavic language with approximately 2.2 million speakers (Simons & Fennig 2018). 
Subjects were recruited from the general public with the help of research assistants (via 
personal contacts and social media). Altogether 150 subjects participated in the Slove -
nian experiment. 

Test items for the explicit task included six C1V2C3V4 words with C1 = [l, r] and three 
front V2s (the other three were nonfront). Subjects were asked to choose between the cor-
rect harmonic and incorrect disharmonic forms with the prefixes [ɔn/m-] and [ɛn/m-]. 
Subjects were tested on the implicit task with twelve trials. First, subjects were presented 
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Figure 4. Examples from the Experigen (Becker & Levine 2013) interface as used in the experiment 
(converted from color to grayscale in the print version of this article) for the training phase and  

test phase. Pictures of Martian creatures in the experiments are from  
van de Vijver & Baer-Henney 2014, used with permission. 



with a plural form of the shape prefix-C1V2C3C4, where C1 is a devoiced [p] or [t] that can 
go back to a voiced stop [b, d], consistent with PND, or to a voiced fricative [v, z], consis-
tent with PFOD. The ‘devoiced’ stop is a labial in half (six) of these trials, and a coronal  
in the other half, In half of the items, V2 is nonfront (therefore with prefix [ɔn/m-]); in  
the other half, V2 is front (therefore with prefix [ɛn/m-]). All experimental stimuli are 
given in the supplementary materials §1. After being exposed to the plural forms, subjects 
were asked to choose between a corresponding singular form with an initial voiced stop 
and one with a voiced fricative. Both options were presented to the subjects in each trial, 
and were given in auditory form only, without orthographic inputs. All other properties of 
the test phase are the same as described for the English experiment in supplementary ma-
terials §1.1.1. 

4.5. Why two languages. The possibility that a preference for one or the other re-
sponse is due to the phonemic frequencies of subjects’ L1 phonologies would make this 
task uninformative, which is precisely why the experiment was conducted in two lan-
guages, English and Slovenian. In both, coronal /d/ is more frequent than /z/, but in 
Slovenian the labial fricative /v/ is more frequent than the labial stop /b/, and in English 
the distribution is the opposite, or the difference is at least substantially smaller than in 
Slovenian. The difference in frequency between /b/ and /v/ in Slovenian is substantial, 
persists in word-initial position, and is established based on several lemmatized and 
nonlemmatized corpora of both written and spoken Slovenian (Suhadolc 2013, Marvin 
et al. 2018). Word-initially, /b/ has a relative frequency of 3.6%, while the relative fre-
quency of /v/ is 5.3% (see Suhadolc 2013). In other corpora, the difference across posi-
tions is between 1.7–1.9% and 3.3–4.2% (see Marvin et al. 2018).14 For English, by 
contrast, different studies report slightly different results for the relative frequencies of 
/b/ and /v/. In most studies or corpora, /b/ is more frequent than /v/ (Wang & Crawford 
1960, Mines et al. 1978, Kessler & Treiman 1997). This is true across positions as well 
as in onset position (Kessler & Treiman 1997). One study shows that the distribution of 
the frequencies of /b/ and /v/ is the opposite (Hayden 1950; also in some corpora by 
Wang and Crawford (1960)), but the differences here are minor. If subjects simply 
matched native phoneme frequencies in their experimental responses, we would expect 
a higher response rate for /v/-initial words in Slovenian and for /b/-initial words in En-
glish. For an even stronger piece of evidence, based on bigram frequencies, that the L1 
phonologies do not crucially affect the results, see §5.2. 

English and Slovenian are also suitable for testing the learning of alternations involv-
ing the feature [±voice] because phonetic realization of the phonological contrast dif-
fers substantially in the two languages. In fact, many analyses assume the phonological 
feature involved in the English contrast is [±spread glottis] rather than [±voice] (Iver-
son & Salmons 1995 and the literature therein). English voiceless stops are realized 
with a substantial period of aspiration, especially in the onset position of stressed sylla-
bles. Voiced stops are partially or fully devoiced, depending on the position. Utterance-
initially, voicing is often lacking completely (Davidson 2016). Slovenian, by contrast, 
is a ‘true voicing’ language in which voiced stops are fully voiced in all positions, in-
cluding utterance-initially (with prevoicing; see supplementary materials figure 2 and 
Toporišič 2004). The two languages also differ in the exact realization of /v/. In English, 
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14 Slovenian phoneme frequencies are calculated based on grapheme frequency in Suhadolc 2013, but be-
cause there is a strong tendency toward one-to-one correspondence of the Slovenian consonant inventory and 
orthographic representation (especially of /b/ and /v/ in initial position), the results of the analysis based on 
graphemes can be extended to phonemes. Marvin et al. (2018) account for the grapheme-phoneme differences. 



labiodental /v/ is always analyzed as a fricative, while in Slovenian descriptions vary 
between a fricative /v/ (Toporišič 2004) and an approximant /ʋ/ (Šuštaršič et al. 1995). 
The exact acoustic distinction between the two is, however, challenging to establish. 
The nature of the bilabial fricative/approximant and its distribution, which is potentially 
dialectal in Slovenian, warrants a separate discussion, but our recordings indicate the 
presence of frication noise (an example is given in supplementary materials figure 3). 

In addition to controlling for the voicing realization and phoneme frequencies, the 
experiments were designed with the goal of diversifying the subject pool, keeping the 
ratio of stimulus vs. test items as high as possible, and maximally balancing experimen-
tal stimuli. For these reasons, speakers of the two languages tested were recruited from 
the general public. The experiment with English speakers was conducted online; the 
Slovenian experiment was conducted in person with the supervision of research assis-
tants and with controlled experimental equipment. The ratio of training to test items is 
32:8 for the explicit task in English and 32:12 in Slovenian, in order to prevent the test 
phase itself from influencing the responses. The balancing of experimental stimuli is 
described in detail in supplementary materials §§1.1.1 and 1.2.1. 

4.6. Subjects. A total of 353 subjects participated in the two experiments. Of the 203 
English participants, 198 finished the experiment in full and completed a final demo-
graphic questionnaire. Of the 150 Slovenian participants, 141 completed the test phase 
and finished the final questionnaire. Subjects who indicated that either English or 
Slovenian, respectively, was not their native language or who indicated that they had 
linguistic education (or had taken any classes in linguistics as part of their education) 
were excluded from the analysis (subjects with no responses on the two questions were 
included). Altogether, 170 subjects in the English group and 110 in the Slovenian group 
were analyzed on the implicit task. The 170 subjects in the English experiment pro-
vided 1,346 analyzed responses on the implicit task; the 110 subjects in the Slovenian 
experiment provided 1,317 responses. A total of 280 analyzed subjects is a relatively 
high number of participants compared to most similar artificial grammar learning ex-
periments, especially for the in-person experiment. For other details on the subjects and 
exclusion criteria, see supplementary materials §1.4. 

5. Results. Responses for the explicit (correct vs. incorrect) and implicit (PND vs. 
PFOD) tasks across the two experiments (English and Slovenian) and across the two 
places of articulation and vowel frontness are given in Tables 7 and 8. Raw counts re-
veal that the correct response (consistent with vowel harmony) was more frequent than 
the incorrect response for all groups in the explicit task. 
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                                       english                                           slovenian 
                       stop     fricative     % stop             stop     fricative      % stop 
labial             388           286           57.6%              397           261            60.3% 
coronal         354           319           52.6%              341           319            51.7% 

                                         english                                                          slovenian 
                 correct      incorrect      % correct           correct      incorrect      % correct 
front           313                193                61.9%                   226                104                68.5% 
back             311                196                61.3%                   207                122                62.9% 

Table 7. Raw counts of the number of correct (harmonic) and incorrect (disharmonic) responses on the 
explicit task across the two languages and vowel frontness. 

Table 8. Raw counts of the number of stop and fricative responses on the implicit task across the two 
languages and places of articulation. 



Likewise, the raw counts suggest that the response consistent with PND (stop re-
sponse) was more frequent than the response consistent with PFOD (fricative response) 
for all four groups on the implicit task. This effect appears to be substantially stronger 
for the labial series of stops than for coronals. The preference for the correct response, 
consistent with vowel harmony, seems more robust than the preference for the stop re-
sponse (PND), but the difference is not very substantial, especially given that the evi-
dence for the first is explicit and categorical (occurring in every one of the fifty-eight to 
sixty items) without any ambiguous stimuli. By contrast, the preference for the PND-
consistent response emerges from the thirty-two items in the training phase that bear an 
equal amount of evidence for both PND and PFOD: devoiced postnasal stops can go 
back to either voiced stops or voiced fricatives. Additionally, the PND-consistent re-
sponse emerges in an implicit task without any direct instructions to the subject. 

Figure 5 plots counts of subjects according to how they performed on the implicit task 
(number of responses consistent with PND). Subjects who always selected the fricative 
(PFOD) response have a score of 0. Subjects with all stop responses (PND) have a score 
of 8 or 12, respectively (English vs. Slovenian). For reference, the plots also show pre-
dicted values if subjects responded randomly, indicated by vertical lines with dots. These 
predicted values are calculated from a binomial distribution with n = 8 or 12, respec-
tively, p = 0.5. For each k, Pr(k; n, p) was calculated from a binomial distribution and mul-
tiplied by the number of subjects in each sample: 167 and 109, respectively. 
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The distribution of subjects is substantially higher than expected on the two marginal 
ends of the stop-fricative opposition and is lower than expected in its middle (in the En-
glish experiment). There are more subjects who chose the stop response more often 
than subjects who chose the fricative response more often (especially in the labial se-
ries). Especially in the English experiment, categorical responders who chose the PND-
consistent response are notably more numerous. 

5.1. Explicit task. To confirm that the subjects were learning the explicit alternation 
(vowel harmony), the results of the explicit task were fit to two logistic regression mixed-
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Figure 5. Raw counts of subjects according to the number of stop responses in the  
(a) English and (b) Slovenian experiment. 



effects linear models, with harmonic (correct) responses as successes and disharmonic 
(incorrect) responses as failures, one for each experiment. For an exact description of the 
model, see supplementary materials §1.5. Correct answers (consistent with the explicit 
vowel harmony) are significantly above chance level in the English experiment (β = 0.51, 
z = 5.6, p < 0.0001) with 95% profile CIs at [57.8%, 67.2%]. The Slovenian experiment 
yields similar results. The harmonic responses that conform to the training data are sig-
nificantly more frequent than the disharmonic responses (β = 0.70, z = 6.72, p < 0.0001) 
with profile CIs at [61.9%, 71.9%]. 

The results suggest that subjects learned the explicit alternation above chance. Simi-
lar outcomes in both experiments suggest that English-speaking subjects, who were re-
cruited via Amazon MTurk, were not supervised during the experiment, and were not 
given the same headphones and the DAC amplifier as in the Slovenian experiment (see 
supplementary materials §1.2.1), did not perform substantially worse on the explicit 
task compared to the in-person experiment participants. On average, the in-person 
Slovenian group performed slightly better than the English Amazon MTurk group. 

5.2. Implicit task. To test the significance of the preference for the stop response 
(consistent with PND) vs. the fricative response (consistent with PFOD), the data were 
fit to two logistic regression mixed-effects linear models, one for each experiment. Co-
efficients of the final models are given in Table 9; estimates with confidence intervals 
across places of articulation and across the two languages are given in Figure 6. The 
significance of the predictors of interest is the same in the full models, including all in-
teractions and random slopes, and in the final chosen models; here I report the nonfull 
models because of interpretability and to signal which predictors are significant. For a 
detailed description of the models, see supplementary materials §1.6. 
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15 Profile CIs cross the zero in the model not corrected for underdispersion. 

english 
                                             est             SE             z-value        Pr(>|z|) 
(intercept) =  labial             0.43          0.21              2.02           0.04 
                      coronal         −0.29          0.28             −1.03           0.30 

slovenian 
                                             est             SE             z-value        Pr(>|z|) 
(intercept) =  labial             0.62          0.22              2.78           0.01 
                      coronal         −0.56          0.32             −1.79           0.07 
         harmony         −0.20          0.13             −1.49           0.14 

Table 9. Coefficients of the final model (English and Slovenian). 

Subjects chose the stop response (compared to the fricative response) in the English 
experiment significantly more frequently for the labial series of stops (β = 0.43,  
z = 2.02, p = 0.04).15 In the coronal series, no such difference is observed (based on con-
fidence intervals; see Fig. 6). Given that subjects were recruited via Amazon MTurk in 
the English experiment and some potentially may not have paid attention during the ex-
periment, it is reasonable to also test responses in the data from which the subjects who 
scored the lowest on the explicit task are removed. If we include only subjects who 
scored 50% or better on the explicit task, the preference for the fricative response re-
mains significant (β = 0.58, z = 3.0, p = 0.003). 

The same procedure is used to test significance in the Slovenian experiment. For a 
detailed description of the model, see supplementary materials §1.6. The estimates are 
given in Table 9. Subjects prefer the stop response in the labial series (β = 0.62, z = 2.78, 



p = 0.005), but again no such effect is observed in the coronal series. The same effect 
persists if we exclude nonlearners (those who scored less than 50% on the explicit task): 
β = 0.54, z = 2.5, p = 0.01. 

5.3. Influence of L1 phonology: bigrams in slovenian. A strong piece of evi-
dence against the possibility that subjects simply matched frequencies from their L1 
phonologies comes from bigram frequencies and absolute response rates in the experi-
ments. Frequencies of the tested word-initial bigrams in lemmas (from the standard dic-
tionary of Slovenian; Bajec et al. 2000) are not distributed equally. /b/ is more frequent 
than /v/ before /a/ (688 vs. 341 in counts) and before /u/ (267 vs. 32). /v/ is more fre-
quent than /b/ before /i/ (476 vs. 388) and /e/16 (782 vs. 489). To test nonlemmatized 
frequencies in a spoken corpus, word-initial sequences of /b/ and /v/ followed by the 
vowels /a/, /i/, /e/, and /u/ were extracted from GOS (Korpus govorjene slovenščine; 
Verdonik & Zwitter Vitez 2011), a nonlemmatized transcribed corpus of spoken 
Slovenian. Word-initial /v/ is more frequent than /b/ before /a/ (3,542 vs. 1,353) and be-
fore /e/ (15,779 vs. 1,852), but /b/ is more frequent than /v/ before /i/ (13,074 vs. 5,059) 
and /u/ (693 vs. 221).  

Learnability of PND and PFOD is tested on items with initial /b-/ and /v-/ before six 
vowels: /i/ (twice), /e/, /a/ (twice), and /u/. The /b/-initial response is more frequent than 
the /v/-initial response in five of six items in the experiment. /b/ is a more frequent re-
sponse before items with V2 /a/ (two items), /e/, /i/, and /u/. In only one item with V2 /i/ 
is the /vi/-initial response more frequent than the /bi/-initial response (being given fifty-
six vs. fifty-three times). In other words, subjects prefer the /b/-initial response even in 
those stimuli in which the /v/-initial bigram in the native phonology is more frequent 
than the /b/-initial bigram, estimated from a lemmatized dictionary and nonlemmatized 
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spoken corpus. This means that phoneme frequency distribution in the native language 
likely does not influence the experimental outcomes. To my knowledge, this experi-
ment is one of the first to test learnability of an alternation on two languages with dif-
ferent relative frequencies of the tested phonemes. 

6. Discussion. When trained on data with an equal amount of evidence for PND and 
PFOD and tested on the ambiguous stimuli, subjects show a small but significant pref-
erence for the stop response (consistent with PND) compared to the fricative response 
(consistent with PFOD) in the labial series. These results are not likely to be influenced 
by subjects’ native phonological grammars, because English and Slovenian differ in 
phonemic frequencies of /b/ and /v/, in how their bigram frequencies are distributed, 
and in the phonetic realization of the feature [±voice] (or [±spread glottis]). Preference 
for the stop response (PND) appears to be stronger in the Slovenian than in the English 
experiment; if phoneme frequencies affected the results, an opposite distribution would 
be expected (/v/ is more frequent than /b/ in Slovenian). Moreover, because the learning 
of the two alternations is tested with an implicit task, it is likely that the results more 
closely resemble L1 phonological acquisition (compared to the explicit task) (Moreton 
& Pertsova 2017, Moreton et al. 2017). Additionally, recruitment for the experiment 
was done on the general public without prior linguistic experience in two experimental 
modes: online and in person. 

While the preference for the PND response appears weak, comparing the results of the 
implicit task, in which both options are correct (and presented with equal frequencies in 
the training data), to the results of the explicit task, in which there is a correct and an in-
correct option, reveals that the preference for a stop-initial response in absolute terms is 
comparable to the preference for the correct response. Figure 6 illustrates that the propor-
tion of correct responses on the vowel harmony pattern is comparable to the preference 
for the stop-initial response. 

The advantage of the proposed model of combining experimental data with statistical 
modeling of sound change is that the link between experimental responses and the typo-
logical distribution of phonological alternations cannot be attributed to historical bias. As 
discussed in §2.3, the historical-bias approach alone does not derive the observed typo-
logical distributions: PFOD is less frequent than predicted by the historical-bias ap-
proach, whereas PND is more frequent than expected. Additionally, the last sound change 
that leads to PND operates significantly more frequently when it simplifies the resulting 
alternation and consequently simplifies its learning. These nonexperimental observa-
tions already suggest that cognitive biases directly influence the observed typology. Ex-
perimental data in this article suggest that PND is favored over PFOD by the cognitive 
factors tested in the experiment. In other words, the typological distribution that cannot 
be explained within the historical-bias approach matches the experimental responses. 
The experimental results thus confirm the link between cognitive bias and typology. Ex-
perimental results suggest that the main manifestation of the cognitive factor is avoid-
ance of complex alternations (in line with previous work; see Moreton & Pater 2012a,b) 
and that we can experimentally confirm this link even when the historical factor is con-
trolled for. Additionally, the experiments simulate a historically plausible scenario for 
how a synchronic preference for the stop response can directly result in the acceleration 
of a sound change operation, which consequently results in typological distributions (the 
catalysis model). 

Results also suggest that the preference for the PND response ([b] vs. [v] and [d] vs. 
[z]) is stronger for labials than for coronals. This asymmetry in experimental results is 
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not undesirable, however. A typological survey of PFOD and PND in Beguš 2019 re-
veals that the last sound change, occlusion of fricatives to stops, often does not include 
all places of articulation, but targets only a subset. It is thus possible that the asymmetry 
in the experimental results reflects the actual asymmetry in the observed typology. In 
other words, the experimental results on learnability are consistent with the typology, 
where only a subset of places of articulation are targeted. 

There are at least two possible explanations within the cognitive-bias approach for 
why subjects prefer the response consistent with PND. Both possibilities are informa-
tive for modeling historical and cognitive influences on typology. First, it is possible 
that one alternation is easier to learn than the other. This possibility is consistent with a 
large body of research showing that complex alternations are more difficult to learn 
than simple alternations (i.e. complexity bias; see Moreton & Pater 2012a,b). Addition-
ally, the higher-than-chance response in favor of the correct harmonic option (see §5.1) 
suggests that subjects indeed learned the alternation in the explicit task. It is possible 
that a similar learning mechanism underlies the preference for the PND response on the 
implicit task. The novel aspect of the present experiment (besides controlling for histor-
ical bias) is that the preference for simple alternation emerges even if the simple alter-
nation is unnatural, that is, operating in exactly the opposite direction from universal 
phonetic tendencies. To my knowledge, in none of the experiments testing complexity 
bias thus far has the alternative alternation been unnatural. 

The second possibility is that subjects prefer the variant that is articulatorily or per-
ceptually less marked: either the variant that requires less articulatory effort when pre-
sented with ambiguous data or the variant that is perceptually closest to the stimulus. 
Voiced fricatives (such as [v, z]) are articulatorily dispreferred (Ohala 1983, 1997, 
2006:688, Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:137, Smith 1997) and typologically less com-
mon compared to voiced stops (such as [b, d]) (Moran et al. 2014). Such dispreferred 
segments have been labeled ‘marked’ in phonological theory (de Lacy 2006a).17 It is 
possible that subjects use tacit universal phonological knowledge and choose the less-
marked option or the variant that requires less articulatory effort.  

This line of explanation faces some challenges. First, while voiced fricatives are gen-
erally more marked than voiced stops, it is unclear whether they are more marked for 
L1 speakers of languages in which voiced fricatives are more frequent than voiced 
stops. As discussed in §4.2, voiced labial fricatives are more frequent than voiced labial 
stops in Slovenian, and some of the tested bigrams are more frequent if they involve an 
initial voiced fricative. According to the markedness hypothesis, subjects would have to 
disregard phonemic frequency and choose their responses based only on the general 
markedness or articulatory effort. Moreover, if markedness avoidance is the main 
mechanism behind subjects’ experimental responses and if experimental responses are 
indicative of what happens in phonological development, we would expect the same 
rate of markedness avoidance and consequently the same rate of sound change occlu-
sion of fricatives (/v/ > [b]) in all cases, regardless of whether the sound change simpli-
fies an alternation (and therefore its learnability; see §2.3). Because the rate is not equal 
in the two conditions, it is unlikely that articulatory markedness affects the results. Even 
if articulatory markedness affects experimental outcomes, the results are nevertheless 
informative for our purposes. The fact that a higher rate of sound change occurs only 
when two segments are connected with a synchronic alternation provides evidence in 
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favor of the link between the experimental results and typology (and therefore supports 
the catalysis model). 

One of the more challenging questions in phonology is whether experimental evi-
dence of the complexity bias is influenced by featural or perceptual complexity. It has 
been assumed that the more features an alternation manipulates, the more complex it is 
and therefore more difficult to learn. Featural complexity is, however, highly conflated 
with perceptual complexity. It is thus possible that the PND alternation is preferred and 
easier to learn compared to the PFOD alternation because the perceptual distance be-
tween T and D ([p] vs. [b] or [t] vs. [d]) is smaller than that between T and Z ([p] vs. [v] 
or [t] vs. [z]) (in line with the P-map hypothesis: Steriade 2001; see also Wilson 2006, 
White & Sundara 2014, White 2017). 

To quantitatively evaluate the role of perceptual distance in the synchronic prefer-
ence in the experimental results and potentially in the process called catalysis, I esti-
mated d′ values for the perceptual distance between the voiceless labial and coronal 
stop and corresponding voiced stops and voiced fricatives. Consonant confusion matri-
ces were taken from listeners of four languages (including English) from Singh & 
Black 1966. The data were fit to a bias-reduced probit regression linear model coded 
such that it estimates d′ values and performs significance testing on differences in d′ 
values (for a detailed description of the data and models, see supplementary materials 
§2). [p] and [b] are significantly more similar perceptually than [t] and [d] are (the dif-
ference between d′ of [p] ~ [b] and [t] ~ [d] is estimated at β(Δd′) = 0.84, z = 2.17,  
p = 0.03). Certainly, the difference in d′ between [p] ~ [b] and [p] ~ [v] is significant: 
β(Δd′) = 1.45, z = 3.46, p = 0.0005. In other words, the perceptual distance between a 
voiceless and voiced labial stop ([p] ~ [b]) is smaller than that between a voiceless stop 
and voiced fricative ([p] ~ [v]); the perceptual distance between a voiceless and voiced 
labial stop ([p] ~ [b]) is smaller than that between a voiceless and voiced coronal stop 
([t] ~ [d]). This could explain the synchronic preference for stop responses in the exper-
iments: subjects prefer perceptually minimal alternations. The P-map hypothesis (Steri-
ade 2001) similarly claims that the preference for perceptually minimal alternations is 
part of the synchronic grammar. It is possible that the synchronic preference in the ex-
periment is strongest in the labial series precisely because [p] and [b] are perceptually 
most similar. 

Conclusive tests of the two hypotheses (featural vs. perceptual complexity) are diffi-
cult to design. The results of the experiment presented here remain relevant even if per-
ceptual complexity plays a role in experimental responses (see §3). Under this 
approach, the causal factor behind the typology-perception link still needs to be tied to 
subjects’ internal preference for the similarity of segments involved in an alternation. In 
other words, while perception plays a role both in cognitive- and historical-bias ap-
proaches (§1), it is likely the case that cognitive factors—relationship to a synchronic 
phonological alternation—accelerate the operation of sound change and consequently 
result in typology. If only perceptual difference, regardless of its association with a 
phonological alternation, influenced the typology, the same rate of application of frica-
tive occlusion would be expected both where the sound change simplifies an alternation 
and where it does not (see §§2 and 3). Regardless of its underlying driving forces, the 
synchronic preference for the stop (simple) response has been confirmed in two experi-
ments on two languages with 280 subjects in at least a subset of places of articulation. 
The observed preference is reflected in the typology and, crucially, is likely not influ-
enced by historical-bias factors. 
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7. Conclusions and future work. Phonology offers a unique test case in the dis-
cussion of historical and cognitive influences on human behavior. Combining statistical 
modeling (Beguš 2020) and experimental work, this article presents a framework for 
testing one approach while controlling for the other. The crucial aspect of this frame-
work is identifying mismatched predictions between the cognitive and historical ap-
proaches and experimentally testing one approach while controlling for the other. The 
results of one set of such experiments presented here suggest that when subjects are 
trained on PFOD and PND and tested on ambiguous data, they show a weak but signif-
icant preference for the PND response. The results point to a causal link between cogni-
tive bias and typology: the PND alternation that is synchronically preferred in a 
laboratory setting is also typologically more frequent than is predicted by historical bias 
alone. Crucially, the link between cognitive bias and typology does not have a compet-
ing historical explanation (unlike in many other experiments), because the historical-
bias approach makes the opposite prediction in these types of cases. 

The results thus yield insights into those aspects of phonology that are primarily in-
fluenced by human cognition and are not emergent from language’s transmission. The 
data suggest that the cognitive part of phonology is responsible for avoiding (featurally 
or perceptually) complex alternations and keeping phonology structurally simple. Ap-
plying the framework to further alternations should provide a better understanding of 
which aspects of phonological grammar and typology are emergent from historical fac-
tors and which aspects are primarily influenced by cognition. 

Some of the features in the experimental design that control for various nonlinguistic 
variables are novel to the paradigm. The results are likely not influenced by subjects’ L1 
phonologies since Slovenian and English have different distributions of relative fre-
quencies of both the tested phonemes and the tested word-initial bigrams. The experi-
mental design aimed to diversify the subject pool by recruiting from the general public, 
both online and in person with controlled and uncontrolled auditory presentation condi-
tions and excluding subjects with prior linguistic experience. 

Finally, the presented experimental results combined with statistical models of sound 
change point to one potential mechanism for how cognitive bias directly influences the 
typology—catalysis. Universal phonetic tendencies operate crosslinguistically and 
cause variation in surface forms. Initially, the variation is heavily skewed toward the 
original, faithful variant. If the nonfaithful variant simplifies learning, however, learn-
ability preferences can skew the initial faithful distribution into a system that favors the 
featurally or perceptually less complex variant. This is precisely what likely underlies 
the higher rate of operation (initiation and phonologization) of fricative occlusion in the 
development of PND. Catalysis has several advantages—it explains the higher rate of 
operation of those sound changes that simplify an alternation, is able to derive sound 
change after the L1 acquisition period, and provides an empirically based explanation 
for a question that is inherently difficult to answer—how biases in human cognition in 
general result in the observed distribution of patterns in human language. Exploring fur-
ther implications of the proposed mechanism should yield a better understanding of the 
relationship between the historical transmission of language and the role that cognition 
plays in the phonological system of human language. 
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